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a b s t r a c t

The ACT-R cognitive architecture is a computational framework for developing, simulating and testing
comprehensive theories of cognition. By far, the most common method of evaluating ACT-R models
involves generating predictions through Monte Carlo simulation and comparing those predictions to
aggregated human data. This approach has several limitations, including computational inefficiency, the
potential for averaging artifacts, and difficulty representing uncertainty in parameter estimates. In this
paper, we demonstrate the fundamentals of developing models of ACT-R within a Bayesian framework.
Instantiating ACT-R in a Bayesian framework has many advantages, including the ability to use modern
parameter estimation and model comparison techniques, the ability to compare ACT-R to other closed-
form models, increased computational efficiency, and the ability to perform a deeper mathematical
analysis of model properties. We develop model variants of the classic fan experiment, beginning with
a simple baseline model of ACT-R’s declarative memory system and progressing through increasingly
complex variants until reaching a moderately complex general model. Our hope is that this will
highlight connections between computational and mathematical approaches to formal modeling and
facilitate new and exciting research.

Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction

Cognitive architectures (e.g. Anderson, Bothell et al., 2004;
Kieras & Meyer, 1997; Sun, 2007) and mathematical models of
cognition (e.g. Busemeyer et al., 2011; Ratcliff, 1978; Townsend
& Nozawa, 1995) are two popular formal modeling approaches
in cognitive science. Although these approaches differ in terms
of scope and methodology, they are often used to understand
similar phenomena. Because cognitive architectures and mathe-
matical models of cognition have complementary strengths and
weaknesses, integration of these approaches may facilitate new
insights and productive lines of research. In service of this larger
goal, we demonstrate how to use techniques from the mathemat-
ical modeling approach to implement memory models based on
the ACT-R cognitive architecture (Anderson, Bothell et al., 2004)
within a principled Bayesian statistical framework.

Cognitive architectures provide a formal computational frame-
work for developing and testing comprehensive theories of
cognition (Newell, 1990). As such, a major focus of cognitive
architectures is on breadth and integration. Mathematical models
of cognition, by contrast, focus more narrowly on characterizing
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specific cognitive phenomena and analyzing the mathematical
properties and structure of those models. One important point of
difference between these approaches lies in the implementational
details. Cognitive architectures are instantiated as Monte Carlo
computer simulations in which simulated data are compared
to human data typically without the use of formal statistical
procedures. By contrast, mathematical models of cognition are
commonly expressed with closed-form equations and are in-
stantiated in statistical frameworks in which formal inference
procedures can be performed.

In some sense, both approaches ‘‘speak’’ different languages,
making them difficult to compare and contrast despite describing
similar phenomena (Gluck et al., 2008). As a result, both modeling
approaches have proceeded in parallel with little cross-talk be-
tween their respective communities. One undesirable side effect
is the forgone opportunity to advance theory and methodology
by combining these complementary approaches. On one hand,
the mathematical modeling approach provides rigorous analytic
and statistical inference tools that could be applied to enhance
our understanding of cognitive architectures. On the other hand,
cognitive architectures place a stronger emphasis on breadth and
integration, which has at least two benefits (Newell, 1990). First,
integration helps to ensure that theoretical claims are mutually
consistent across disparate content areas. Second, due to their
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Table 1
A list of models covered in the paper. SA (Spreading Activation) refers to the
context-based mechanism in ACT-R that produces the fan effect. PM (Partial
Matching) refers to a similarity based matching system.
Model Mechanism

SA PM Declarative PM Procedural

Baseline No No No
SA Yes No No
PM No Yes No
SA and PM Yes Yes No
Full Yes Yes Yes

integrative nature, models derived from cognitive architectures
can be more complex than other models, which creates new
opportunities to apply and advance mathematical techniques. For
these reasons, we believe that representing cognitive architec-
tures as statistical models may serve as a catalyst for new and
interesting research.

1.1. Overview

We seek to accomplish two general goals in this paper. Our
first goal is to illustrate how the Lognormal race model (Rouder
et al., 2015) can be used a framework for developing closed-
form likelihood expressions of ACT-R’s declarative memory sys-
tem (Anderson, Bothell et al., 2004). Our second goal is to
demonstrate how ACT-R models developed with this approach
can be used within a Bayesian framework.

Our paper is organized around a series of increasingly com-
plex models of the fan effect (Anderson, 1974) based on the
fan model in the ACT-R tutorial. Using this model as a familiar
point of reference for many ACT-R modelers, we illustrate how
to derive likelihood functions under different assumptions about
the memory retrieval process and response mapping process. As
summarized in Table 1, we begin with a simple baseline model
and successively add components of ACT-R’s declarative memory
system and procedural memory system to produce the simplest
model that can be applied to empirical data. It is important to
note that our goal is not to develop the best possible ACT-R
model of the fan effect or to make a theoretical claim about the
fan effect. Nonetheless, these models serve as a point of entry
for researchers who are interested in extending the methods we
cover in the present paper to develop ACT-R models of the fan
effect or other memory phenomena more generally.

Before proceeding, it is worth emphasizing that techniques we
present in this paper are most suitable for models of ACT-R that
focus on memory phenomena, and should not be considered com-
prehensive. Because ACT-R consists of a rich set of mechanisms
and features, deriving likelihood functions of ACT-R models will
likely require the use of different tools and approaches depending
on the properties and structure of the model. However, we have
chosen to focus on deriving likelihood functions for ACT-R declar-
ative memory system for two reasons: (1) declarative memory
is the primary focus of a large set of ACT-R models, and (2) the
declarative memory system is one of the most well-developed
modules, with supporting research spanning decades (Anderson,
1974; Anderson et al., 1998).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First,
we begin with an overview of ACT-R to provide readers with a
basic understanding of the architecture. In the following section,
we identify limitations with current methods of applying ACT-
R and provide a rationale for adopting Bayesian methods as a
solution. Next, we describe previous work on developing ACT-R
models within a statistical framework. Finally, we introduce the
fan experiment and develop each of the models in a Bayesian
framework. Annotated code for these models can be obtained at
the following Open Science Framework repository: https://osf.io/
u9qen/.

2. ACT-R

ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational) is a cognitive
architecture, consisting of a set of specialized information pro-
cessing modules whose behavior is coordinated by a centralized
procedural memory module (Anderson, 2007; Anderson, Bothell
et al., 2004). ACT-R includes a module for procedural memory,
declarative memory, visual perception, auditory perception, an
imaginal module for tracking the current problem state and a goal
module for maintaining goal relevant information. Each mod-
ule contains a buffer that holds a maximum of one chunk or
unit of information, and can only process one request from the
centralized procedural module at a time. These limitations on
information processing are an important source of errors and
cognitive bottlenecks within the architecture.

In ACT-R, memory is divided into two systems: procedural
and declarative. The procedural memory module operates as a
production system in which production rules, which encode pro-
cedural knowledge, initiate action when specific conditions are
satisfied. The declarative memory module stores factual knowl-
edge as a vector of slot-value pairs called a chunk, which is similar
to a memory trace in other vector-based memory models (e.g.
Nosofsky, 1986). In ACT-R parlance, a slot is a feature or attribute
that is associated with a value, such as (name, Bob).

In ACT-R, cognition emerges over a series of production cycles
involving the selection and execution of production rules (Ander-
son, 2007; Anderson, Bothell et al., 2004). In many applications
of ACT-R, a production rule is selected only if the buffer contents
provide an exact match to its selection criteria. However, this re-
striction can be relaxed to allow procedural errors and stochastic
behavior. Once a production rule is selected, the actions specified
in the rule are executed (e.g. move visual attention), causing
the contents in some of the buffers to be modified, which, in
turn, allows a different production rule to be selected in the
next production cycle. Depending on the structure of the model
and the conditions specified in the production rules, cognitive
processes can occur in serial or in parallel, or a combination
thereof.

3. Current approaches and limitations

Rather than using closed-form expressions, predictions from
ACT-R models are obtained from repeated Monte Carlo simula-
tion. Simulated data and human data are often averaged across
trials, individuals, or both to create stable estimates of average
reaction time and/or choice proportions.1 The best fitting param-
eters are typically found through manual adjustment, grid search,
or sometimes with a search algorithm and the quality of the
model fit is typically assessed with R2 or RMSE.

The approach described above has several shortcomings. One
problem is that aggregating over sources of variation can lead to
a loss or even a distortion of information (Brown & Heathcote,
2003; Estes, 1956; Siegler, 1987). For example, when data are ag-
gregated across individuals, all information regarding individual
variability is lost and there is no guarantee that the model based
on averaged data will represent a typical individual. Moreover,
it is not entirely clear if and when estimates using RMSE are
comparable to likelihood based methods. When the residuals are
normally distributed, RMSE is equivalent maximum likelihood
estimation. However, this assumption will likely be violated with
skewed reaction time data and bounded accuracy data. A related
issue concerns the application of RMSE to dependent variables on
different scales, such as choice and reaction time. Although RMSE

1 In a few rare cases, quantile binning has been used to approximate the PDF
of reaction time distributions (e.g., Gunzelmann et al., 2009).
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can be normalized by the range or standard deviation of the data,
the general estimation properties, such as bias and sufficiency, of
different normalization methods appear to be unknown.

Another problem is that the inability to represent uncertainty
in parameter estimates complicates the interpretation of the pa-
rameters and precludes formal comparisons across conditions.
Furthermore, predictions of future data based on point estimates
tend to be overconfident because they do not incorporate para-
metric uncertainty. Finally, from a practical perspective, Monte
Carlo simulations can be slow and computationally intensive
because they require thousands or even tens of thousands of
evaluations of a generative function. This problem has largely
been addressed by increasing computational resources (Harris,
2008) rather than improving the efficiency of the model repre-
sentation (for exceptions see Fisher et al., 2018; Petrov, 2006).
In Appendix, we show that the time required to evaluate the
model with a closed-form likelihood function can be 2–3 orders
of magnitude faster than simulation-based approximations.

4. Bayesian framework

4.1. Likelihood based approach

As a solution to the problems listed above, we propose instan-
tiating ACT-R models within a Bayesian statistical framework. The
first step involves defining a likelihood function, which describes
the model’s data generation process as a probability distribution.
Let Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yN} be a set of observations and let Θ =

{θ1, θ2, . . . , θm} be a vector of parameters. The likelihood function,
L(Y |Θ), measures how likely the data are under a given set of
parameters. The second step involves defining a prior distribu-
tion over the parameter space, π (Θ), to represent uncertainty
in the parameter values before observing new data. Lastly, when
new data are observed, the prior distribution is updated through
Bayes’ rule to obtain a posterior distribution over the parameters:

π (Θ|Y ) =
L(Y |Θ)π (Θ)∫

θ∈Θ
L(Y |Θ)π (Θ)dθ

Specifying the prior distribution is a fairly straightforward
process, requiring consideration of prior research, the underlying
theory and mathematical convenience. Until recently, computing
the posterior distribution was difficult or impossible except for
very simple models because the high dimensional integral in the
denominator is not analytically tractable for realistic models. This
problem has been largely solved by advances in computing power
and the use of MCMC sampling algorithms (Gelman et al., 2013),
which omit the denominator because, without it, the posterior
probability remains proportional to the product of the likelihood
and prior probability: π (Θ|Y ) ∝ L(Y |Θ)π (Θ). In some cases,
particularly for cognitive architectures, the most difficult step
in the process is defining the likelihood function. Some models
will require the use of simplifications and approximations, while
other models may turn out to be intractable. In the latter case,
we point readers to an alternative approach discussed in the next
section.

Using a Bayesian framework provides several benefits com-
pared to the standard method for evaluating ACT-R. First, hi-
erarchical approaches are natural within the Bayesian frame-
work. Hierarchical modeling allows groups and individuals to
be modeled simultaneously; hence information is not lost due
to data aggregation (Gelman et al., 2013; Kruschke, 2011). Sec-
ond, characterizing parameters as probability distributions has
several benefits, including the ability to formally test the ef-
fect of an experimental manipulation on parameters, the ability
to interpret parameters in light of their uncertainty, and the
ability to facilitate cumulative science by leveraging information

across studies using prior and posterior distributions (Kruschke
& Liddell, 2018). Third, unlike methods based on point estimates,
posterior predictive distributions include information about para-
metric uncertainty. Finally, the Bayesian approach is typically
more computationally efficient because the likelihood function is
evaluated once per observation (sometimes less) whereas sim-
ulation based methods require the generative function to be
evaluated thousands or tens of thousands of times.

4.2. Approximate Bayesian computation

It is worth comparing the likelihood based Bayesian approach
outlined above to an alternative approach called approximate
Bayesian computation (Turner & Van Zandt, 2012). Rather than
using a closed-form expression for the likelihood function, this
approach approximates the likelihood function through a variety
of methods, including the use of summary statistics or a kernel
density function (Turner & Sederberg, 2014). This means that
approximate Bayesian computation can be used with simulation-
based models whose likelihood function is unknown or
intractable, making Bayesian inference available to a wider range
of models.

Both methods are subject to a trade-off between analytic
and computational tractability. The likelihood-based approach
requires front-loading effort into the derivation of a closed-form
expression (when one exits) to obtain an expression that tends
to be more computationally efficient. By contrast, approximate
Bayesian computation can be used without a closed-form likeli-
hood function but tends to be more computationally intensive in
practice, particularly when low-dimensional sufficient statistics
are not available. In Appendix, we show that the time required
to evaluate the model with a closed-form likelihood function
can be 2–3 orders of magnitude faster than probability density
approximation (Turner & Sederberg, 2014), which uses a kernel
density function to approximate the likelihood function from sim-
ulated data. Aside from considering this trade-off, the likelihood
based method has several additional advantages to consider. One
advantage is that it can make certain model properties, such
as non-identifiability, easier to discover (e.g. Montenegro et al.,
2014). A second advantage is that the likelihood based method is
more amenable to fast, derivative-based MCMC algorithms, such
as NUTS (Hoffman & Gelman, 2014).

In general, we recommend using the likelihood based ap-
proach when feasible and using approximate Bayesian com-
putation in cases where the likelihood is intractable or when
prototyping models in early stages of development to gauge their
viability. Interested readers can find a tutorial for approximate
Bayesian computation in Turner and Van Zandt (2012). The re-
mainder of the article will be devoted to the likelihood based
approach to Bayesian inference.

5. Previous work

Very little research has been devoted to developing cognitive
architectures within a statistical framework. To the best of our
knowledge, the first effort in this area was led by Weaver (2008),
who characterized ACT-R as a semi-Markov process in which the
model transitions between a series of states. In a semi-Markov
process, the transition to a new state only depends on the current
state and the waiting time within each state is non-exponential.
Within this framework, the buffer contents define the state–space
and transitions are prompted by the execution of a production
rule which modifies the buffer contents. Many models can be
described as a semi-Markov process, including the models we
present below. However, we opt to describe the present models
in terms of a Lognormal race because it has a natural mapping
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Fig. 1. An empirical illustration of the fan effect using data from Anderson,
Bothell, and Douglass (2004). Each gray histogram represents the distribution of
mean RTs for hits across participants in a given fan condition. The red vertical
lines represent the mean of mean RTs across participants within a given fan
condition.

to ACT-R and is a special case for which a closed-form likelihood
function exists.

In the intervening decade, there has been little adoption of
the techniques outlined by Weaver (2008), which is likely due
to a variety of reasons. First, establishing communication be-
tween isolated research communities is difficult and most likely
requires sustained effort. Second, acquiring new skills often en-
tails a significant time investment, particularly when software
choices are limited and not user-friendly. Since the publication
of Weaver (2008), there has been significant improvement in
the algorithms used to perform Bayesian inference, such as No
U-Turn Sampling (Hoffman & Gelman, 2014), making it appli-
cable to a much larger set of models. Concurrently, there has
been a proliferation of user-friendly software libraries for open
source programming languages, including libraries for Bayesian
inference, such as Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), PYMC3 (Salvatier
et al., 2016) and Turing (Ge et al., 2018). Our goal in develop-
ing these models is to highlight connections between cognitive
architectures and mathematical models of cognition.

6. Fan experiment

The classic fan experiment was a paired associate recognition
task in which subjects learned a series of statements regarding
people and places, such as ‘‘The lawyer is in the store’’ (Anderson,
1974). During the test phase, subjects attempted to discriminate
between target statements, which were in the study list, and foil
statements, which were novel statements formed by mismatch-
ing people and places used in the target statements (e.g. ‘‘The
lawyer is in the park’’). A key manipulation in this experiment is
termed the ‘‘fan’’, which is the number of statements in which a
particular person or place appeared. The primary finding, termed
the fan effect, was that increasing the fan lead to an increase in
reaction time. Fig. 1 shows the fan effect from an experiment
reported in Anderson, Bothell, and Douglass (2004). Each panel
represents a different fan condition.

In our simulated fan experiment, we used a block of nine tar-
get and nine foil statements found in the ACT-R tutorial (Software,
2019). All of the person–place pairs on which the statements are

Table 2
The person–place word pairs used in the fan experiment.
Target Foil

Person Place Person Place

Lawyer Store Fireman Store
Captain Cave Captain Store
Hippie Church Giant Store
Debutante Bank Fireman Bank
Earl castle Captain Bank
Hippie Bank Giant Bank
Fireman Park Lawyer Park
Captain Park Earl Park
Hippie Park Giant Park

based are listed in Table 2. On each trial, a person–place pair is
presented and the model decides whether the pair was in the
study list, responding either ‘‘Yes’’ or ‘‘No’’ by pressing a key
associated with the given response. We simulated the block of
trials five times, yielding a total of 90 trials.

7. Common features across models

In this paper, we will develop the five variants of a fan model
summarized in Table 1. For brevity, we will devote this sec-
tion to detailing core features shared across the models. The
models are adopted from the fan model presented in the ACT-R
tutorial (Software, 2019), with differences noted throughout.

7.1. Model structure and time course

The time course of cognitive processing is illustrated in Fig. 2
for a typical trial. The model makes three simplifying assumptions
about the time course of cognition: (1) the processing time of
each module is deterministic except for declarative memory,
(2) a production rule is selected only if the buffer contents match
the conditions exactly, resulting in a deterministic chain of cogni-
tive processes, and (3) as evident in Fig. 2, the model produces a
mixture of serial and parallel processing. In particular, the imag-
inal buffer operates in parallel with the procedural and visual
modules while the remaining cognitive processes operate in serial
fashion.

On each trial, the model proceeds through a series of produc-
tion cycles in which the procedural module selects a production
rule during conflict resolution (e.g. the top row of Fig. 2) and
then executes the actions in the selected production rule, which
ultimately culminates in a response. When the person–place pair
is presented, the model begins by finding the ‘‘person’’ word
and creates a chunk in the imaginal buffer to store the person–
place pair. While the imaginal module creates a new chunk, the
model encodes the ‘‘person’’ word into the visual buffer and then
retrieves semantic information associated with the word.2 After
waiting for the completion of the imaginal module, the model
transfers the ‘‘person’’ word from the visual buffer to the imaginal
buffer. The model repeats this entire sequence of events for the
‘‘place’’ word, except for creating a new chunk in the imaginal
buffer. Next, the model attempts to retrieve the person–place fact
from declarative memory by using the person and place values of
the imaginal chunk as a retrieval cue. After the retrieval attempt,
the model selects and executes one of three production rules that
maps the result of the memory retrieval to the corresponding key.

2 One assumption of the model is that activation for individual words is very
high and as a result the retrieval times are negligible and do not appear in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The time course of cognitive processes for a typical trial of the fan
experiment.

7.2. Declarative memory

Declarative memory contains chunks that represent person–
place facts as a vector of slot-value pairs. Formally, the slot-value
pairs of chunk m are represented as cm = [(sm1, vm1), . . . , (smS,
vmS)], where s is the slot and v is the value and S is the number of
pairs. Slots correspond to attributes of a fact: s = [person, place].
Following the ACT-R tutorial, declarative memory is populated
with 13 facts, nine of which correspond to the target statements
in Table 2. One important assumption to note is that the model
encodes and stores information correctly during the study phase.
As a result, errors made by the model are due to a retrieval failure
(no chunk is retrieved) or the retrieval of an incorrect chunk, as
opposed to retrieving a chunk containing declarative knowledge
that was encoded erroneously (e.g. ‘‘The hippie is in the country
club.’’).

7.3. Memory retrieval process

After encoding the stimulus, a chunk containing slots and
values for the person–place pair is created in imaginal buffer.
This chunk serves as a retrieval request (or cue) for deciding
whether the stimulus was in the study list. The retrieval request
is compared to each chunk within declarative memory and the
matching chunk with the highest activation above the retrieval
threshold, τ , is retrieved. A retrieval failure occurs if there are no
chunks with activation values above τ . Depending on the details
of the model, what constitutes a match could be exact or graded
according to similarity. High activation values increase the speed
and probability with which a chunk is retrieved. Because the
retrieval process is stochastic, the model may fail to retrieve a
chunk, or, if the search process is graded according to similarity,
the model can retrieve an incorrect chunk.

Activation is a random variable consisting of several possible
deterministic components that control learning, context effects,
and similarity effects. Whether or not these components are
included in the model depends on the nature of the task. For
the time being, we will simply define activation for chunk m as
the sum of a single deterministic component µm and a stochastic
component ϵm:

am = µm + ϵm.

We assume that ϵm is normally with mean 0 and the standard
deviation set to a parameter σ (Lebière et al., 1994). Tradi-
tionally simulations of ACT-R approximate Gaussian noise with
logistic noise for convenience (see Lebiere, 1999; Lebière et al.,
1994). Moving forward, we assume that activation noise follows
a Gaussian distribution, because, as we explain shortly, it provides

the basis for a tractable likelihood function. Nonetheless, it is
worth noting that this implementational detail can lead to some
differences in parameter values.

The random variable for retrieval time tm for chunk m is in-
versely related to activation according to the following equation:

tm = e−am

Thus, retrieval times follow a Lognormal distribution because
activation is perturbed with Gaussian noise:

tm ∼ Lognormal(−µm, σ )

In the expression above, σ is the standard deviation in log-
space. This relationship between memory activation and retrieval
time is important because it provides a tightly coupled link
between ACT-R and the Lognormal Race model (Rouder et al.,
2015), which has a tractable likelihood function and has been
recently used to develop an ACT-R model of sentence comprehen-
sion (Nicenboim & Vasishth, 2018). The Lognormal Race model is
a member of a large class of models called sequential sampling
models. According to this class of models, noisy evidence for each
response option is accumulated until evidence for one of the
options reaches a threshold. As a broad class of models, sequential
sampling models have received support in areas as diverse as
perceptual decision making (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998), preferential
decision making (Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993), and recognition
memory among others (Ratcliff et al., 2004).

According to the Lognormal Race Model, evidence accumu-
lators associated with each available response race toward a
response threshold and the response is determined by the ac-
cumulator that reaches the response threshold first. The time
for evidence of any given accumulator to reach the threshold
follows a Lognormal distribution. The substantive interpretation
in terms of ACT-R is that an accumulator accrues evidence for
the match between its corresponding memory chunk and the
retrieval request. The chunk with the greatest mean activation
will tend to win the race.

The joint likelihood function for a single observed response,
yi = {j, rt} with parameters Θ = {ter, µ, σ } is given by,

f (j, rt) = g(rt − ter | −µj, σ )
∏
k̸=j

[1 − G(rt − ter|−µk, σ )] . (1)

In the equation above, µj is the mean activation of option j in
log-space, σ is the standard deviation in log-space, g is the Log-
normal PDF, and G is the Lognormal CDF. In words, the likelihood
function computes the joint density of accumulator j reaching the
threshold first at time rt−ter while the other accumulators have
failed to finish by that time.

7.4. Casting ACT-R as a lognormal race model

A few simple modifications are necessary in order to cast ACT-
R’s declarative memory system as a Lognormal Race Model. Recall
that the parameter µ gives the expected activation, µm = E[am].
Next, we let be σ =

sπ
√
3
, where s is the scale parameter of the lo-

gistic distribution. Defining σ in this manner provides additional
comparability between the Lognormal Race model and previous
applications of ACT-R, which used logistically distributed acti-
vation noise for computational convenience. Next, we will fix
residual perceptual-motor processing time to ter = .845 (sec-
onds), which, given ACT-R’s default parameters, reflects the fixed
time to complete all of the processes illustrated in Fig. 2, exclud-
ing retrieval time. In many models, the base-time parameter ter
is estimated as a free parameter. However, as indicated earlier,
ACT-R provides a theoretically motivated value for constraining
ter.
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Another modification concerns the nature of the retrieval
threshold, τ . In ACT-R, τ determines the minimum activation
required to retrieve a chunk and is a fixed quantity. If there are
no chunks with an activation greater than τ , a retrieval failure
occurs and has a deterministic retrieval time of t = e−τ . In
order to implement ACT-R within the Lognormal Race model,
we will treat retrieval failures as stochastic process, much like a
chunk that competes for retrieval. Aside from allowing us to use
the Lognormal Race model, it has the benefit of making a more
plausible assumption about processing time variability. Moving
forward, we will refer to τ as a retrieval deadline to reflect its
role in terminating the retrieval search process and to distinguish
it from the evidence threshold of the Lognormal Race model.
We will index the retrieval deadline as m′, which has activation
am′ = τ + ϵm′.

8. Baseline model

In this section, we introduce the simplest and most restrictive
model of the fan experiment, which we term the baseline model.
This model is similar to the fan model presented in the ACT-R
tutorial, except the spreading activation mechanism is omitted.
The baseline model incorporates the following assumptions. First,
the model can only retrieve a chunk if it matches the retrieval
request exactly. Second, retrieval is initiated by an equal proba-
bility mixture of two production rules. One production rule uses
the person value as a retrieval request whereas the other uses
the place value as a retrieval request. Using a mixture process
is necessary in order to produce the fan effect on foil trials
when partial matching is not used. Otherwise, when the model
attempts to retrieve a foil, a retrieval failure will occur and the
τ parameter will produce the same RT distribution regardless of
the fan condition. Third, mean activation is equal across chunks.
Fourth, mean activation is stable across time.

8.1. Memory activation

In the baseline model, activation for chunk m is defined as:

am = blc + ϵm. (2)

The base-level constant parameter, denoted blc, is an additive
constant which does not depend upon context. A list of the
parameters used across models and their names can be found
in Table 3. Note that we suppress the trial index throughout
for convenience because there are no inter-trial dependencies in
these models.

8.2. Response mapping

A total of three production rules implement the response
mapping based on the contents of the declarative buffer and the
imaginal buffer. One production rule issues a ‘‘Yes’’ response if
the chunks in the declarative and imaginal buffer match on all
slots. If at least one slot does not match, a different production
rule issues a ‘‘No’’ response. A third production rule issues a ‘‘No’’
response in the event of a retrieval failure.

In order to compute the likelihood of an observed response
y ∈ {yes, no}, it is necessary to define the subset of chunks
that map onto an observed response and marginalize (i.e. sum)
over their likelihoods. A ‘‘Yes’’ response has a simple one-to-one
mapping between the response and the retrieved chunk. If the
model retrieves a chunk that matches the retrieval request, the
model responds ‘‘Yes’’. However, if the model retrieves a chunk
that does not match the retrieval request or a retrieval failure
occurs, it responds ‘‘No’’.

To formalize the response mapping, we will define the follow-
ing sets. Let the set M represent all chunks in declarative memory
and let Rq ⊂ M represent the subset of chunks in declarative
memory that matches the retrieval request given slot index q, and
q ∈ Q , where Q = {1:person,2:place}. Let vmq be the qth slot
value of chunk m and let rq be the qth slot value of the retrieval
request. Thus, the subset of chunks returned by the retrieval
request is defined as Rq = {cm ∈ M : vmq = rq}. Lastly, we
partition Rq into two subsets to define the response mapping for
‘‘Yes’’ and ‘‘No’’ responses:

Hyes = {cm ∈ Rq : ∀qvmq = rq}
Hno = {cm ∈ Rq : ∃q s.t. vmq ̸= rq} ∪ m′

= {Rq \ Hyes} ∪ m′

The basic likelihood function for the Lognormal Race model
in Eq. (1) is modified to incorporate the retrieval request and
response mapping for ‘‘yes’’ and ‘‘no’’ responses:

f (yes, rt) =

∑
{m:cm∈Hyes}

1
2

∑
q∈Q

g(rt − ter|−µm, σ )

×

∏
{z:cz∈{Rq∪m′}\m}

[1 − G(rt − ter|−µz, σ )] . (3)

f (no, rt) =

∑
{m:cm∈Hno}

1
2

∑
q∈Q

g(rt − ter|−µm, σ )

×

∏
{z:cz∈{Rq∪m′}\m}

[1 − G(rt − ter|−µz, σ )] . (4)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), the outer summation marginalizes over
the set of chunks Hyes and Hno that may have lead to the ob-
served response, y. The inner summation represents the retrieval
request process, which is an equal probability mixture of retrieval
cues (person or place) used to request a chunk from declarative
memory.

8.3. Parameters

As a general strategy, we used the following procedure to
select parameter values and priors for each model. First, when
possible, we used the parameter values reported in the ACT-R
tutorial fan model as a general guide. If a new parameter was
added to the model or adjusted, we selected values that yielded
RTs within a plausible range (≈ 1.2–1.6 s). For simplicity and ease
of interpretation, the mean of the priors were centered over their
true values. Unless the values yielded implausible data or caused
estimation problems, we set the standard deviation of the prior
1
2 of the mean to reflect a moderately informed prior.

In the baseline model, we will estimate the parameter blc. The
prior for blc is

blc ∼ Normal(.3, .15)

Although the default value of blc is zero, we set the base-level
constant to blc = .3 to avoid excessively slow RTs. For simplicity,
we will fix the remaining parameters to τ = −0.5, s = .2 and
ter = .845. Recall that ter reflects the sum of perceptual, motor,
and conflict resolution processing based on the production rules
with default parameter values.

8.4. Results

We ran four MCMC chains for 2000 iterations using the No U-
Turn Sampler (NUTS; Hoffman & Gelman, 2014). NUTS is a highly
efficient, gradient-based MCMC sampler that uses Hamiltonian
particle physics to guide the proposal process. Our supplementary
code includes implementations of NUTS in both Stan (Carpenter
et al., 2017) and Julia (Ge et al., 2018). In Fig. 3, the top panel
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Table 3
A list of parameters used in the fan models.
Notation Parameter

blc base-level constant
δ Mismatch penalty for chunk retrieval
β Mismatch penalty for production rule selection
γ Maximum association
τ Retrieval threshold/response deadline
s Logistic noise activation scalar
σ Standard deviation of Gaussian activation noise
ter Non-retrieval time, including encoding, responding, default action time
µ Mean of Lognormal in log space, defined in terms of activation: µ = E[a]

Fig. 3. Parameter estimation results for the baseline model. (top) trace for
MCMC, (middle) auto-correlation, (bottom) posterior distribution. Each colored
line represents a different chain. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

shows the MCMC trace with 1000 warm up iterations removed.
Visual inspection of the trace suggests good convergence, which
is corroborated by the potential scale reduction factor of R̂ ≈

1. The middle panel shows that auto-correlation drops quickly,
which suggests efficient sampling of the posterior distribution.
In the bottom panel, the posterior distribution for the base-level
constant parameter is centered near the true value of .3.

Fig. 4 shows the posterior predictive distribution of mean
reaction time for each of the nine fan conditions based on 1000
samples of the posterior distribution. Interestingly, the predicted
pattern of results is the opposite of the fan effect, with reaction
times decreasing for greater fan. This pattern of results emerges
because the number of competing chunks increases with the fan
size. If the fan size is one, the reaction time is based on the time
for a single chunk to reach the retrieval threshold. By contrast, if
the fan size is three, the reaction time is based on the fastest of
three competing chunks, leading to faster reaction times.

9. Spreading activation model

One major limitation with the baseline model is that its pat-
tern of predictions is completely the opposite of the fan effect.
In order to produce the fan effect, we will introduce ACT-R’s
spreading activation mechanism. As the name implies, spreading

Fig. 4. Posterior predictive distributions for mean reaction time for target trials
for the baseline model. Each panel represents predictions for a different fan
condition. Results are based on 1000 draws from the posterior distribution. As
a reference point, red vertical lines represent the average predictive value across
all conditions.

activation spreads or distributes additional activation to chunks
whose slot values match the slot values of chunks contained
in any of the buffers. When activation spreads across many as-
sociations, activation increases by a smaller amount, resulting
in relatively slower reaction times and, by extension, the fan
effect. The intuition behind spreading activation is as follows: the
probability that a chunk will be used depends on context—which,
in this case, is the stimulus encoded into the imaginal buffer.
If the fan value is large, then any given matching chunk has a
diminished probability of being used within the context. In other
words, the context is less discriminative when the fan value is
high.

9.1. Memory activation

Activation for the spreading activation model is defined as:

am = blc + Sm + ϵm (5)

In general, activation can spread from any number of buffers B
containing a chunk. In the present model, B = 1 because activa-
tion spreads only from the imaginal buffer. Spreading activation
term for chunk m is defined as:

Sm =

B∑
b=1

Kb∑
k=1

WbkSmk

where b is a buffer index, k is a slot value index, Wbk is the
association weight for slot k of the chunk in buffer b, which is
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defined as 1
Kb

by default, and Smk is the strength of association for
the kth slot value of chunk m. Strength of association is defined
as:

Smk = γ + ln(fanmk)

where γ is the maximum association value. The fan term is a ratio
of the occurrences of slot value vbk in chunk m over the number
of occurrences of vbk across all chunks in declarative memory plus
one,

fanmk =
Cbmk

1 + Cbk
.

The term Cbmk represents the number of occurrences of slot
value vbk in chunk m:

Cbmk =

Jm∑
j=1

I(vmj, vbk)

where j is a slot value index for chunk m, and the indicator
function is defined as:

I(x, y) =

{
1 x = y
0 x ̸= y

The term Cbk refers to the number of occurrences of slot value
vbk throughout declarative memory:

Cbk =

M∑
i=1

Cbik

The spreading activation model uses the same response map-
ping and likelihood function as the baseline model, except acti-
vation is computed according to Eq. (5) instead of Eq. (2).

9.2. Parameters

Data were generated using the parameter values γ = 1.6,
blc = .3, τ = −0.5, s = .2 and ter = .845. We estimated
the parameter γ and set the remaining parameters to the values
above for simplicity. The prior for γ follows a truncated normal
distribution:

γ ∼ TNormal(1.6, .8)40

9.3. Results

We ran four MCMC chains for 2000 iterations using the NUTS
algorithm. In Fig. 5, the top panel shows MCMC trace with
1000 warm-up samples removed. Judging by visual inspection,
the chains appear to have converged. Furthermore, the poten-
tial scale reduction factor is R̂ ≈ 1. Panel 2 shows a drop in
auto-correlation, suggesting efficient sampling of the posterior
distribution. The posterior distribution of the maximum asso-
ciation parameter γ that is displayed in the bottom panel is
centered near the true value, suggesting reasonable recovery
of the parameter. The posterior predictive distribution of mean
reaction time for each fan condition is displayed in Fig. 6. Unlike
the baseline model, the spreading activation produces the classic
fan effect, in which reaction time increases with the fan value.

10. Partial matching model

The previous two models suffered from one particular limi-
tation. The retrieval requests were based either on the person
value or the place value even though both pieces of information
were available. Randomly selecting from a person or place based
retrieval request seems somewhat implausible. We eliminate the
need for two retrieval requests by incorporating ACT-R’s partial

Fig. 5. Parameter estimation results for the spreading activation model. (top)
trace for MCMC, (middle) auto-correlation, (bottom) posterior distribution. Each
colored line represents a different chain. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 6. Posterior predictive distributions of mean reaction time for target trials
for the spreading activation model. Each panel represents predictions for a
different fan condition. Results are based on 1000 draws from the posterior
distribution. As a reference point, red vertical lines represent the average
predictive value across all conditions.

matching mechanism, which allows partially matching chunks to
be retrieved based on similarity to the retrieval request.

Activation for the partial match model is defined as:

am = blc + ρm + ϵm. (6)

where ρm is the mismatch penalty term for chunk m. As a general
principle, the partial matching mechanism compares values of a
chunk to the values of the retrieval request according to some
dissimilarity function, which decreases activation proportionally
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to the degree of mismatch. The form of the dissimilarity function
depends on what is justifiable for a given application. In this
particular case, we use a simple binary dissimilarity function:

ρm = −δ
∑
q∈Q

[
1 − I(vmq, rq)

]
(7)

where Q is the set of slot values and the mismatch penalty
parameter δ controls the steepness of the dissimilarity gradient,
and I is an indicator function, defined as above.

One assumption we make is that discriminability – as quanti-
fied by higher values of δ – varies across different types of chunks
in declarative memory as a function of experience. In particular,
we assume discriminability is nearly perfect for individual words
such as ‘‘Lawyer’’ because they have been well-learned outside
of the experimental context. As a result, the model retrieves
the correct semantic information for the individual words when
building a representation of the person–place sentence in the
imaginal buffer. However, we assume that stimuli learned within
the experimental context, such as person–place sentences, have
lower discriminability. Accordingly, we set the mismatch penalty
very high for individual words to eliminate erroneous retrievals
and reserve the parameter δ for the retrieval of the person–place
sentences.

10.1. Response mapping

The likelihood function for the partial matching model reflects
two changes to the previous models. First, the inner summation
over Q is dropped because the model uses a single production
rule to retrieve a person–place fact, using both the person and
place slot values in the retrieval request. Second, due to the use
of the partial matching mechanism, the set resulting from the
retrieving request includes all chunks declarative memory. Thus,
R = M .

Hyes = {cm ∈ R : ∀qvmq = rq}
Hno = {cm ∈ R : ∃q s.t. vmq ̸= rq} ∪ m′

= {R \ Hyes} ∪ m′

The resulting likelihood function is defined as:

f (yes, rt) =

∑
{m:cm∈Hyes}

g(rt − ter|−µm, σ )

×

∏
{z:cz∈{R∪m′}\m}

[1 − G(rt − ter|−µz, σ )] . (8)

f (no, rt) =

∑
{m:cm∈Hno}

g(rt − ter|−µm, σ )

×

∏
{z:cz∈{R∪m′}\m}

[1 − G(rt − ter|−µz, σ )] . (9)

10.2. Parameters

Simulated data were generated from the model using the pa-
rameter values δ = .5, blc = .3, τ = −0.5, s = .2 and ter = .845.
We estimated the parameter δ and set the remaining parameters
to the values above for simplicity. The prior distribution for δ is:

δ ∼ TNormal(.5, .25)∞0

10.3. Results

We ran four MCMC chains for 2000 iterations using the NUTS
algorithm and removed the first 1000 warm-up samples. Visual
inspection of the MCMC trace in Fig. 7 suggests that the chains
have converged, which is corroborated by the potential scale
reduction factor: R̂ ≈ 1. Auto-correlation in Panel 2 is within

Fig. 7. Parameter estimation results for the partial matching model. (top)
trace for MCMC, (middle) auto-correlation, (bottom) posterior distribution. Each
colored line represents a different chain. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 8. Posterior predictive distributions of mean reaction time for target trials
for the partial matching model. Each panel represents predictions for a different
fan condition. Results are based on 1000 draws from the posterior distribution.
As a reference point, red vertical lines represent the average predictive value
across all conditions.

reasonable levels. In the bottom panel, the true value of δ = .5 is
near the center of the posterior distribution.

The posterior predictive distribution of mean reaction time for
each fan condition is displayed in Fig. 8. As expected, the partial
matching model does not produce the fan effect because it does
not include spreading activation. However, unlike the baseline
model, the predictions are roughly equal across fan conditions
because the same number of chunks compete for retrieval in each
condition.
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Fig. 9. Parameter estimation results for the mismatch penalty parameter (left column) and the maximum association parameter (right column) of the spreading
activation and partial matching model. (top) trace for MCMC, (middle) auto-correlation, (bottom) posterior distribution. Each colored line represents a different chain.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

11. Spreading activation and partial matching model

In this model, we will incorporate both the partial matching
mechanism and the spreading activation mechanism to produce
a more general model. In so doing, the model can produce the fan
effect using a more plausible memory search strategy.

Activation for this model is defined as:

am = blc + Sm + ρm + ϵm. (10)

The likelihood function is the same as the one used for the
partial matching model in Eqs. (8) and (9), except activation is
computed according to Eq. (10).

11.1. Parameters

We simulated data using the following parameter values: γ =

1.6, δ = .5, blc = .3, τ = −0.5, s = .2 and ter = .845. We esti-
mated the parameter γ and δ, but set the remaining parameters
to the values above for simplicity. The prior distributions for γ
and δ are:

δ ∼ TNormal(.5, .25)∞0
γ ∼ TNormal(1.6, .8)40

11.2. Results

Four MCMC chains were ran for 2000 iterations using the
NUTS algorithm. Fig. 9 shows the parameter estimation results
with 1000 warm-up samples removed. Convergence, auto-
correlation and parameter recovery are acceptable for both pa-
rameters. Potential scale reduction factor is R̂ ≈ 1 in both cases.
The posterior predictive distributions of accuracy for each fan
condition are shown in Fig. 10. As expected, the model predicts
the fan effect.

Fig. 10. Posterior predictive distributions of mean reaction time for target trials
for the spreading activation and partial matching model. Each panel represents
predictions for a different fan condition. Results are based on 1000 draws from
the posterior distribution. As a reference point, red vertical lines represent the
average predictive value across all conditions.

12. Full model

In this section, we present our final model variant of the
fan effect and apply it to data from an associative recognition
memory experiment reported by Anderson, Qin et al. (2004). Our
goal is not to make a theoretical claim about the fan effect or
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ACT-R, but rather to demonstrate that the simple models we
previously introduced can be scaled to a real experiment with a
small modification. The full model extends the previous model by
incorporating the partial matching mechanism for the selection of
production rules to account for false alarms (e.g ‘‘yes’’ responses
to foils) through motor execution errors. Before applying the
model to the empirical data, we perform a parameter recovery
simulation to assess the estimation properties of the parameters
and to ensure that the parameters can be estimated properly
under ideal conditions.

12.1. Experiment

In the experiment, a total of 28 target sentences regarding a
person and place (e.g. ‘‘the hippie is in the park’’) were randomly
generated from 17 person nouns and 17 place nouns (Anderson,
Qin et al., 2004). The fan size for persons and places were var-
ied from 1 to 3. An equal number of foils were generated by
mismatching person and place nouns from the target statements.
Participants were trained on the target sentences before complet-
ing six test blocks (336 trials in total) in which they responded
‘‘Yes’’ if a presented person–place pair was in the study list and
‘‘No’’ otherwise. The order of the words in the person–place pairs
was varied across participants. We will ignore this factor because
no statistically significant difference was reported in the original
study.

12.2. Production rule utility

The core idea of partial production rule matching is that a
production rule can be selected even if its conditions do not
perfectly match the buffer contents. The probability that a given
production rule will be selected increases as a function of its
match to the buffer contents. As an example, suppose that the
model is presented with a foil and retrieves a chunk that only
matches on the person slot. In this case, the model could erro-
neously respond ‘‘yes’’ even though the retrieved chunk does not
perfectly match the foil. A similar process can lead to a miss.

In order to produce motor execution errors, we introduce
the concept of production rule utility. Each production rule is
assigned a utility value reflecting its ability to accomplish a goal,
such as responding correctly. Much like memory activation for
chunks, the full specification of production rule utility has several
terms, including one for learning. For our present purposes, we
present a simplified version that is suitable for the task at hand.
The standard equation for production rule utility is:

Up,m = U0 + Λp,m + ϵp,m (11)

where U0 is the base utility, Λp,m is the mismatch penalty term
for production p when chunk m is retrieved, and ϵp,m is an error
term for production p. We assume U0 is equal across production
rules to reflect a lack of bias in selection. Adding a constant to the
utility of each production rule does not change the predictions
for this application, so U0 can be ignored (or set to zero). The
production mismatch penalty term is defined as:

Λp,m = −β
∑
q∈Qp

[
1 − I(vp,q, κm,q)

]
(12)

where β is the production rule mismatch penalty parameter, Qp
is the set of slots specified in production rule p, vp,q is the value
of slot v of the chunk in the imaginal buffer for production rule
p, and κm,q is the value of slot q of chunk m in the declarative
memory buffer.

12.3. Response mapping

Responses are governed by a set of four production rules. One
production rule checks for a match across all slots and leads to

a ‘‘yes’’ response if selected, whereas the other three check for
different mismatching conditions and lead to a ‘‘no’’ response if
selected. The four production rules are summarized as follows:

1. Match Person & Match Place: checks for a match on both
the person slot and place slot and produces a ‘‘yes’’ re-
sponse if selected

2. Mismatch Person: checks for a mismatch on the person slot
and produces a ‘‘no’’ response if selected

3. Mismatch Place: checks for a mismatch on the place slot
and produces a ‘‘no’’ response if selected

4. Retrieval Failure: checks for an error state and produces a
‘‘no’’ response if selected

12.4. Production rule selection

The selection of a production rule p ∈ P is based on a
softmax over utilities. Let P = {Match-Person & Match-Place,
Mismatch-Person, Mismatch-Place, Retrieval-Failure} be the set
of production rules for responding. The probability of selecting
production p when cm is retrieved is,

Pr(X = p | cm) =
eUp,m∑
j∈P e

Uj,m
.

Table 4 organizes the expected utility of each production rule
and type of retrieved chunk as a payoff matrix. As an example,
suppose a target is presented and the model retrieves a chunk m
whose values in the person and place slots match the correspond-
ing values of the target. The probability of responding ‘‘yes’’ is
based on the utility of the first cell in row one of Table 4 relative
to the utilities of all the production rules in row one:

Pr(yes | cm) =
e0

e0 + 3e−β

Similarly, suppose a foil is presented and the retrieved chunk
m matches the place value, but not the person value, of the foil.
In this case, the probability of responding ‘‘no’’ can be computed
from values in row three of Table 4. Because a ‘‘no’’ response
could arise from either the Mismatch Person, Mismatch Place or
Retrieval Failure production rules, their utilities are summed in
the numerator:

Pr(no | cm) =
e0 + 2e−β

e0 + 3e−β
= 1 − Pr(yes | cm) = 1 −

e−β

e0 + 3e−β
.

Finally, in the case of responding ‘‘no’’ given a retrieval failure:

Pr(no | m′) =
e0 + 2e−β

e0 + 3e−β

Putting all of these pieces together, the resulting likelihood
function is defined as:

f (r, rt) =

∑
{m:cm∈M∪m′}

g(rt − ter | −µm, σ )Pr(response = r|cm)

×

∏
{z:cz∈{M∪m′}\m}

[1 − G(rt − ter|−µz, σ )] . (13)

12.5. Parameter recovery

We generated data for 100 simulated subjects using the same
design reported in Anderson, Qin et al. (2004). Parameters repre-
senting each simulated subject were sampled from the following
distributions:

δ ∼ TNormal(1, .50)∞0
γ ∼ TNormal(1.6, .50)∞0
β ∼ TNormal(3, .50)∞0
ter ∼ TNormal(.845, .1)∞0
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Table 4
Payoff matrix for the response production rules. Each entry represents the expected utility of selecting a production
rule given a retrieved chunk where β is the utility mismatch penalty parameter. Each retrieved chunk case indicates
which slots match the slots of the stimulus represented in the imaginal buffer. The Match person, Match place
production rule produces a ‘‘yes’’ response whereas the other production rules produce a ‘‘no’’ response.
Retrieved chunk Response production rules

Match person,
Match place

Mismatch
person

Mismatch
place

Retrieval
failure

Match person,
Match place

0 −β −β −β

Match person,
Mismatch place

−β −β 0 −β

Mismatch person,
Match place

−β 0 −β −β

Mismatch person,
Mismatch place

−2β 0 0 −β

Retrieval Failure −β −β −β 0

Because all of the parameters except β influence the mean of
the reaction time distribution, the parameters are only weakly
identifiable unless some parameters are fixed. To improve the
parameter estimation properties of the model, we fixed s = .2,
τ = −0.5, and blc = 0.

12.6. Prior distributions

The prior distributions for the model were the same as those
used to generate parameters for simulated subjects, except for the
prior of ter:

ter ∼ Uniform(.250, rtmin)

where rtmin is the minimum rt in the data.

12.7. Results

For each simulated subject, we ran four MCMC chains for
2000 iterations using the NUTS algorithm and excluded the first
1000 iterations. Across all parameters, R̂ ≤ 1.02, indicating good
convergence. We assessed the quality of the parameter recovery
with several metrics: the intercept and slope of a regression
analysis, correlation, and coverage of the highest density interval.
In the regression analysis, we used the true parameter to predict
the corresponding mean of the posterior distribution. A slope of
1 and intercept of 0 indicates a lack of bias across the parameter
values. If the intercept ̸= 0, but the slope = 1, intercept reflects
a constant bias across values of the parameter. However, if the
intercept ̸= 0 and the slope ̸= 1, the bias will depend the true
parameter value. Coverage assesses the long term behavior of a x
% highest density interval to include the true parameter in x% of
cases across repeated simulations. Coverage values closer to the
X % highest density interval indicate better parameter estimation
properties. We set the highest density interval to 95%.

A summary of the parameter recovery results can be found in
Table 5. Overall, each of the parameters was recovered well. The
correlations were high whereas the bias was low. The regression
coefficients indicate the small bias is consistent with regression
towards the mean: low values tend to be overestimated whereas
high values tend to be underestimated. In all cases, coverage was
close to the target value of 95%.

13. Application to empirical data

13.1. Data cleaning

We removed outliers using the following criteria: (1) rts,i <

0.250 s and (2) the z-score transformed rt was greater than 2

Table 5
Results from the parameter recovery simulation of the full model.
Parameter Intercept Slope Correlation Coverage

γ 0.031 0.978 0.993 94%
δ 0.065 0.935 0.965 93%
ter 0.006 0.994 0.972 96%
β 0.665 0.770 0.902 94%

Table 6
Mean and standard deviation of mean posterior estimates across participants.

γ δ ter β

mean 1.106 1.106 0.277 3.688
standard deviation 0.284 0.623 0.040 0.503

standard units from a participant’s own reaction times: zs,i > 2
where zs,i =

rti,j−µrts
σrts

is a z-score, s is a subject index and i is a
trial index. Across participants, an average of 4.2% (sd = 1.4%) of
trials were removed.

14. Results

For each participant, we ran four MCMC chains for 2000
iterations using the NUTS algorithm and excluded the first 1000
iterations. Across all parameters, R̂ ≤ 1.02, indicating good con-
vergence. Table 6 provides a summary of the estimates. We
performed a visual posterior predictive check to assess whether
the model’s predictions capture patterns in the empirical data.
Although there is some debate concerning whether posterior
predictive checks fall within the Bayesian framework (Gelman &
Shalizi, 2013; Kruschke, 2013), we conduct posterior predictive
checks because they can be useful in diagnosing inadequacies of
a model. Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14 show the posterior predictive
distributions of RTs for a representative participant. Figs. 15 and
16 show the posterior predictive distributions for accuracy on
target and foil trials for the same participant.

Four patterns emerged across many participants. First, the
model largely captured the pattern of RTs for hits, but tended to
underestimate RTs on low fan trials. Second, the model consis-
tently overestimated RTs for correct rejections. Third, the model
predicted that accuracy on target trials would decrease as a
function of fan. However, the data tended show uniformly high
accuracy on target trials or a much smaller effect of fan on accu-
racy. Fourth, the model tended to correctly predict high accuracy
on foil trials. Patterns two and three are partly due to a trade-
off created by the partial matching mechanism of the declarative
memory system. Increasing the mismatch penalty parameter will
increase accuracy on target trials by suppressing mismatching
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Fig. 11. Posterior predictive distribution of mean hit RTs for participant 9. The
red vertical line represents empirical mean RT for each fan condition.

Fig. 12. Posterior predictive distribution of mean correct rejection RTs for
participant 9. The red vertical line represents empirical mean RT for each fan
condition.

chunks from prompting an incorrect response. At the same time,
increasing the mismatch penalty parameter will decrease the
activation of retrieved chunks on foil trials, leading to an increase
in RT for correct rejections. It appears that the model experienced
difficulty balancing these two patterns.

15. Discussion

In this paper, we demonstrated how to develop memory
models of the cognitive architecture ACT-R within a Bayesian
framework. Using a Bayesian approach circumvents many of the
limitations of simulation-based approach by eliminating the need
to average over sources of variability, representing uncertainty in
parameter estimates and improving computational efficiency. In
addition to improving the evaluation of cognitive architectures,

Fig. 13. Posterior predictive distribution of mean miss RTs for participant 9. The
red vertical line represents empirical mean RT for each fan condition.

Fig. 14. Posterior predictive distribution of mean false alarm RTs for participant
9. The red vertical line represents empirical mean RT for each fan condition.

this approach facilitates the comparison of cognitive architec-
tures and other theories and makes cognitive architectures more
amenable to mathematical analysis.

15.1. Limitations

Our approach in developing the models was to focus on ACT-
R’s declarative memory system because it plays a central role
in the architecture. Although this will cover a large range of
applications, it is worth noting that this not intended to be a com-
prehensive approach. Considering that the ACT-R architecture is
quite extensive, the process of casting it in a statistical framework
will likely require the use and extension of multiple techniques.

Under some circumstances, dynamic ACT-R models can be
challenging to implement within the lognormal race model
framework. For example, base-level learning changes the predic-
tions of the model across time due to learning and forgetting.
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Fig. 15. Posterior predictive distribution of the proportion of correct responses
on target trials for participant 9. The red vertical line represents empirical
proportion of correct responses for each fan condition. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Posterior predictive distribution of the proportion of correct responses
on foil trials for participant 9. The red vertical line represents empirical
proportion of correct responses for each fan condition. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Incorporating base-level learning is straightforward when the
mapping between retrieval and response is one-to-one. How-
ever, if there is a many-to-one mapping between retrieval and
response, the situation is more complex because it involves an
evolving mixture distribution of activation. This is an interesting
and challenging area for future development.

In order to scale up analytic approaches to more complex
models, a few general strategies can be used. First, in some cases,
simplifications can be adopted to make the model more tractable.
For example, we treated encoding and motor processes as de-
terministic, which allowed us to describe these processes with a

single parameter within a lognormal race. In so doing, we focused
on the mechanics of the declarative memory system. Second,
some auxiliary assumptions could be replaced with more mathe-
matically tractable alternatives. For example, traditionally ACT-R
has assumed processing times are uniformly distributed except
for the retrieval of declarative memories. In contrast to uniform
distributions, convolving exponential or gamma distributions is
straightforward for serial processes. If exponential distribution is
suitable, closed-form solutions for continuous Markov processes
could be leveraged to model stochasticity in the procedural mem-
ory system (Ross, 1996). In other cases, approximations might be
developed to reduce computational and mathematical complex-
ity with minimal effects on the predictions (e.g. Petrov, 2006).
Finally, in some situations, experimental parameters can be mod-
ified to reduce complexity as long as doing so does not interfere
with the goals of the experiment. For example, asking a person
to solve 3 + 4 instead of asking a similar true or false question
3 + 4 ≥ 6 ? reduces the ways that a given response could have
been produced, making marginalization more efficient.

15.2. Conclusions

During the past three decades, cognitive architectures, such as
ACT-R, have been influential theoretical tools in cognitive science.
However, the adoption of modern statistical techniques for the
use of cognitive architectures has been nearly non-existent. Some
reasons for slow adoption include technological barriers, time
investment costs, and the lack of examples demonstrating how to
instantiate cognitive architectures within a statistical framework.
Our goal in developing these models was to highlight the connec-
tions between cognitive architectures and mathematical models
of cognition and to provide a point of entry for further research.
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Appendix. Benchmark: closed-form likelihood vs. probability
density approximation

In many cases, the time required to evaluate a model is the
most time-consuming operation during parameter estimation.
For this reason, we designed a benchmark to compare the evalu-
ation time for the closed-form likelihood function and the prob-
ability density approximation (PDA Turner & Sederberg, 2014)
for the ACT-R fan model, which uses a kernel density function
to approximate the likelihood function from simulated data. We
performed the benchmark in Julia 1.4 (Bezanson et al., 2017) on a
desktop computer running Ubuntu 18.04 with an Intel i7-4790K
CPU (4.00 GHz) and 32 GB of RAM. Each method was performed
on a single core.

In our benchmark, we varied the number of blocks from 2
to 10 in increments of 2. Each block contained 18 trials with
unique stimuli. The accuracy of the PDA is partly determined by
the number of simulated data points used to compute the kernel
density estimate. Based on Turner and Sederberg (2014), we used
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Fig. A.17. A comparison of the evaluation time for the closed-form likelihood
function (black), the PDA method with 1000 simulations per stimulus (gray) and
the PDA method with 10,000 simulations per stimulus (red). Each block contains
18 trials of unique stimuli. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

1000 and 10,000 simulated data points per stimulus. Evaluation
times were averaged over 100 replications for each block size.

The benchmark is summarized in Fig. A.17 in log seconds due
to large difference between the methods. Across all conditions,
the closed-form likelihood function was approximately 2–3 or-
ders of magnitude faster than PDA. In the PDA method, generating
the simulated data required the most time. Because the trials are
identically and independently distributed (IID), the kernel density
object could be reused across blocks. Once the kernel density
object was generated, the time required to interpolate the density
was the only additional time cost for each data point. However,
in cases in which the model violates the IID assumption, the
evaluation times for the PDA would increase faster as a function
of blocks because the kernel density object could not be reused.
Instead, a new set of simulated data need to be generated for each
block of trials.

A few caveats should be noted. First, the magnitude of the
performance gain will depend on details of the model, such as the
number of mixtures in the likelihood. Second, parallel computing
using a CPU or GPU can be leveraged to increase the speed of
model simulations for the PDA method. Lin et al. (2019) reported
that GPU increased speed relative to CPU by a factor of 37 when
the number of simulations is large (≈ 2 million). Nonetheless, the
results suggest that using a closed-form likelihood function can
substantially reduce the time required for parameter estimation.
In some cases, the difference could be a matter of days vs. hours.
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